52 Weeks with Jesus

Jesus Christ is the most influential human to ever walk the earth. We’ve heard and seen so many depictions of Him that we think we know Him better than we actually do. If we took the time to really look at Him, we might be surprised at what we’d find.

In 52 Weeks with Jesus, author and pastor James Merritt leads you on a transformational journey as he shares what he’s learned over a lifetime of studying Jesus’s life and ministry. As you join Dr. Merritt on this journey, you will come to know and encounter Jesus in new and surprising ways and be inspired anew to embrace His invitation, “Come, follow Me.”

Filled with practical applications and surprising truths, this book will help you more ably answer that ancient question that’s as timely today as when it was first posed: “Who do you say that I am?”

In 52 Weeks with Jesus, Dr. James Merritt leads readers on a year-long journey to meet, experience, and fall in love with the most important person in history.”

—Andy Stanley, senior pastor, North Point Ministries

“Two thousand years ago, an unknown carpenter invited a few extraordinarily ordinary people to be with him. That invitation is still on the table, and has changed the world like none other. Now James Merritt has made it concrete and accessible to ordinary people in our day. I can’t think of a better way to spend 52 weeks than to learn from this book how to spend them with Jesus.”

—John Ortberg, senior pastor, Menlo Park Presbyterian Church

James Merritt (PhD) is a pastor, author, and host of the Touching Lives television program, seen nationwide and in 122 countries. Previously, he served as a two-term president of America’s largest Christian denomination. As a national voice on faith and leadership, Merritt has been interviewed by outlets including Time, Fox News, and 60 Minutes. He resides with his family outside Atlanta, GA.
The Praying Woman’s Devotional

Stormie Omartian, the bestselling author of the Power of a Praying® series, has inspired millions of men, women, and families with her prayers and reflective writing. Now she journeys with readers from Genesis to Revelation and reveals how God designed prayer so that they can

- communicate with Him
- embrace the promises of Scripture
- release burdens to God’s care
- walk with Jesus daily
- listen to the Spirit’s leading

Stormie brings home the truths and the wonder of God’s promises. This gathering of devotions from The Power of a Praying® Woman Bible shares Stormie’s heart and the foundation of God’s Word to provide a source of spiritual encouragement and strength for every reader.

Stormie Omartian is the bestselling author (more than 28 million books sold) of The Power of a Praying® series, which includes The Power of a Praying® Wife Devotional and The Power of a Praying® Woman. Her many other books include Just Enough Light for the Step I’m On, The Prayer That Changes Everything®, and Praying the Bible into Your Life. Stormie and her husband, Michael, have been married more than 39 years and are the parents of two married children.
My Favorite Prayers

Do you have favorite prayers? Words you often lift up for yourself, your spouse, your family, and your friends? Emergency prayers and quiet, every day, “Just bless them, Lord,” prayers?

Beloved author Stormie Omartian has spent decades writing prayers and books on prayer. Her simple, straightforward, and sympathetic voice may echo your own heart. In this lovely, giftable collection are some of her favorite prayers. Allow them inspire you to spend some time with the One who loves you more than you can fathom, and who longs to hear the words that make up your own favorite prayers to Him.

“I have often been asked what my favorite prayers are of all those in my books. So I have collected the ones that have been most important to me personally, as well as prayers others said meant the most to them. I pray they will bless you, as well.”

– Stormie Omartian
A Woman After God’s Own Heart®

Experience real peace and joy as you follow God in every area of your life—and become a woman after His heart. With warmth and grace, Elizabeth George shares practical, scriptural insights on how you can pursue God’s priorities when it comes to...

- your husband—foster a deep commitment to serving and honoring him
- your children—pray faithfully for them and teach them God’s Word
- your home—create a nurturing atmosphere and a tapestry of beauty
- your walk with the Lord—grow through love of Scripture and in spiritual maturity
- your ministry—learn to reach out and be a blessing to others

Let God fulfill His greatest desire for you. Allow Him to transform you by embracing His plans for you. And find real purpose in a life of prayer, a life of priorities, a life as a woman after God’s own heart.

5 ½ x 8 ½ Trade, 176 pages, Case Quantity: 80
Women

A Woman After God’s Own Heart®
Growth and Study Guide

Discover the deep and lasting fulfillment that comes when you make the decision to follow God in every area of your life.

A Woman After God’s Own Heart® Growth & Study Guide will help you take the scriptural guidance found in Elizabeth George’s bestselling book A Woman After God’s Own Heart® and apply it to your own season of life. Perfect for women’s Bible study groups or individual study, this fun and challenging resource will give you the necessary tools for living out God’s priorities when it comes to your husband, your children, your home, your walk with the Lord, and your ministry.

With thought-provoking discussion questions, practical exercises, and a quiet-time calendar, this guide will nurture you toward greater spiritual maturity—the kind that makes you a woman after God’s own heart.

Elizabeth George, whose books have sold more than 7 million copies, is the author of A Woman After God’s Own Heart® (more than 1 million copies sold) and Breaking the Worry Habit...Forever! She’s also a popular speaker at Christian women’s events. Elizabeth and her husband, Jim, are parents and grandparents, and have been active in ministry for more than 30 years.
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You may imagine that being a man after God’s own heart is too lofty a goal. You may conclude that it’s not possible because of some of your past actions. But you must never forget one thing: God looks at the heart. When it comes to becoming a man after God’s own heart, you can count on the grace of God—a grace that enables and strengthens you at all times.”
30 Days to Overcoming Emotional Strongholds

Emotional strongholds come in all shapes and sizes—doubt, rejection, poor self-esteem, pride, stubbornness, a victim mentality, or defeatism. Which of these are you battling? Which ones are undermining your confidence and eroding your spiritual strength?

Tearing down emotional strongholds so they no longer dominate your thoughts and actions can come only through an intentional alignment of your thoughts with God’s truth in the Bible. Join Dr. Tony Evans in examining key emotional strongholds and their corresponding biblical truths that you can declare and apply to bring victory into your life.

30 Days to Victory Through Forgiveness

From bestselling author Dr. Tony Evans, author of Victory in Spiritual Warfare, comes a month-long journey to overcoming unforgiveness.

It happened so long ago...and yet here you are, still harboring unforgiveness for that devastating offense. Maybe it was a loved one who betrayed you...or someone you barely knew. Perhaps it’s even God you’re still blaming for your bitterness.

The good news is that you no longer need to hold on to that festering wound. In just 30 days, you can be free from that heavy weight of offense you’ve carried so long.

Allow Dr. Evans to come alongside and gently lead you through some specific steps to victory over unforgiveness. All you have to lose is your pain.

Dr. Tony Evans is founder and senior pastor of the 8500-member Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas, founder and president of The Urban Alternative, chaplain of the NBA’s Dallas Mavericks, and author of Destiny and Victory in Spiritual Warfare. His radio broadcast, The Alternative with Dr. Tony Evans, can be heard on more than 500 US outlets daily and in more than 40 countries.
Love the Home You Have

What if the house of your dreams is the home you have? Meet Melissa Michaels, creator of the popular blog The Inspired Room and the best contentment coach you’ll ever meet. With humor and candor Melissa reveals how to transform your rooms (and your life) from plainly liveable to fabulously lovable.

Like a perfectly overstuffed chair, Melissa’s encouragement beckons you to get comfortable and then get creative as you:

■ find beauty in the ordinary
■ discover your style and let it shine with easy, affordable ideas
■ entertain possibilities and people with more gratitude and joy
■ gather inspiration in a 31-day challenge to love your home
■ leap from dreamer to doer with confidence

Much more than décor! This is your invitation to fall in love with the home you have and embrace the life, people, and blessings God places right at your front door. Let them in!

5 ½ x 8 ½ Trade, 224 pages, Case Quantity: 56, Women/House & Home
The Shepherd as Preacher

Scripture holds a simple declaration that sets forth every pastor’s highest priority: “Preach the Word.”

When you consider all that God desires to accomplish through preaching, it becomes apparent why it’s such a big deal. It’s God’s main means of feeding, comforting, correcting, and protecting His people—as well as pointing unbelievers to Christ.

Such an enormous responsibility deserves a pastor’s best. In The Shepherd as Preacher, you’ll find the best encouragement and guidance available on how you can preach God’s Word God’s way.

With John MacArthur and other outstanding Bible teachers, you’ll survey the essentials every minister needs to know, including...

- the focus and purpose of biblical preaching
- the character of a faithful preacher
- the keys to effective preaching
- how to preach in the Spirit’s power

Yours is a high and holy privilege—one with incredible potential to change lives. This book will equip you to fulfill that calling with excellence.

“Not only are you a preacher of God’s Word, you are also called to be its guardian. You have been given a sacred trust—that of taking God’s truth and making sure it gets safely into the hands of the next generation. It’s a guardianship for which you will answer to God.”

—John MacArthur
Conquer
Devil. Great deceiver. Evil one. Father of lies. Satan. Many names. One enemy. And whether you realize it or not, you are on a spiritual battlefield with this enemy every day. How do you prepare to defend yourself?

In Conquer, Michael Youssef says you first need to know everything you can about your enemy. What are Satan’s strengths? What are his weaknesses? How does he like to attack? When is he most likely to attack? Are there areas of your life where you are vulnerable and he seems to control the battlefield?

Only when you know your enemy inside and out can you plan and carry out a specific counterattack to defeat him. The final victory will be Christ’s, of course. That’s a promise from God. But as a Christian, you can actively take part in resisting the devil…and watching him flee.

Life After the Storm
Are winds of change, doubt, or grief swirling around you? Engaging author and teacher Jan Harrison shares how, when storms strike, you can depend on God’s spiritual supplies—His promises, His Spirit, His ever-present help, and the treasures of His Word.

After a storm of loss forever changed the landscape of Jan’s life, her faith and years of Bible study were tested. In that journey, she discovered how God was and is able to fill her every need. Now, with compassion and courage, Jan will help you:
- stop living in fear of “what if” and be ready for life “even if”
- sense God’s constant presence and gentle healing
- experience the transforming confidence and faith that only a storm can unveil

Whether you or someone you care about faces a difficult season, the lifelines of God’s promises will lead you to life and hope after the storm.

Jan Harrison is an author, speaker, and Bible study teacher who has inspired thousands of women for over 15 years. She experienced the promise of “life after the storm” when her son, James, died unexpectedly. Jan serves on the board of With Open Eyes, a ministry co-founded by James and his father to accelerate the gospel in Africa. She and her husband, Frank, have three grown daughters and reside in Charlotte, North Carolina. For more information, visit: www.janharrison.com.
Ben Crane has played golf professionally since 1999. In 2006, he was the highest-ranked American golfer under the age of 30. His fifth PGA TOUR victory was at the 2014 FedEx St. Jude Classic, where he led from wire to wire.

**Faith in the Fairway**

Some of the finest players of the PGA share a year’s worth of brief and personal daily reflections on keeping the faith—both in the high-stakes world of professional sports and in life beyond the greens.

Find out how Ben Crane, Lee Janzen, Davis Love III, Stewart Cink, Zach Johnson, Bubba Watson, Webb Simpson, and many more remain spiritually grounded as they prepare for PGA events. Their penetrating insights and practical examples will encourage and inspire you to apply God’s Word to your own life on and off the course. You’ll also hear from some PGA wives as they endeavor to maintain peace and contentment at home while navigating the ups and downs of family life with a top-level competitor.

You’ll discover how you too can bring your “A game” to your home, work, and leisure activities—by wrapping them all in your relationship with God.

**Ben Crane** has played golf professionally since 1999. In 2006, he was the highest-ranked American golfer under the age of 30. His fifth PGA TOUR victory was at the 2014 FedEx St. Jude Classic, where he led from wire to wire.
Stories from the Road with The Oak Ridge Boys

For more than 40 years, the legendary Oak Ridge Boys (40 million records sold) have been on the road entertaining sold-out audiences with their classic hit songs like “Elvira,” “Bobbie Sue,” “Thank God for Kids,” and many others. As their fans will testify, an Oak Ridge Boys concert is an unforgettable experience.

These “on the road” stories, written by tenor Joseph S. Bonsall and spanning the four decades since the present group came together, will bring laughter, insight, and heartfelt appreciation to their fans young and old.

You’ll read about...

■ the faith shared by all four “Oaks”
■ the backstage goings-on of The Oak Ridge Boys
■ what “the Boys” do on the tour bus
■ stories about special fans they’ve met down through the years
■ their surprise mega-hit, “Elvira,” and how it came about

Joseph S. Bonsall is an avid writer, songwriter, and 40-plus year member of the legendary American music group The Oak Ridge Boys. His previous books include G. I. Joe and Lillie and several children’s books. For relaxation, Joe retreats to his 350-acre farm on the Tennessee-Kentucky state line with his wife, Mary, and their seven cats. He also plays the banjo!

Join me as I take you on the road with The Oak Ridge Boys. We’ll revisit some of our favorite concerts, reminisce about some old friends, and I’ll let you in on what happens behind the scenes. Come on along!”

–Oak Ridge Boy Joseph S. Bonsall
The Dad Book

Younger dad, older dad, in-the-middle dad...what father couldn’t use a quick-access resource called The Dad Book?

Raising children can be mysterious, even downright frustrating sometimes. So Jay Payleitner, bestselling author of 52 Things Kids Need from a Dad and veteran dadmeister of five grown kids, has packed even more resources in this handy volume of quick, inspiring help:

- fresh ideas to engage your kids
- dad-to-dad humor to give a lift to your perspective
- pick-me-up reminders that God’s in the fathering trenches with you
- ways to teach your kids by showing them instead of telling them
- encouragement to connect your kids with the God who sees inside their hearts and your heart

You’ll get a big confidence boost from Jay’s straightforward, man-friendly advice. A terrific way to lift your outlook above the fray and help you build lifelong positives into your family!

52 Things to Pray for Your Kids

You thought you were doing okay, and then you became a parent. All of a sudden you see how imperfect you are. So how are you supposed to raise your children up into godly young men or women?

Popular speaker, author, and father Jay Payleitner knows the power of sustained prayer over his children. In his new book, he gives practical insight into

- finding hope and encouragement in prayer
- modeling a fervent prayer life for your children
- going to God for help in everyday problems
- praying for your children’s safety, health, and character
- seeking godly wisdom as you make decisions

Great for moms, dads, and small groups, this resource will help you pray powerfully for children of any age.
52 Things Sons Need from a Mom

“He’s 100 percent boy...and I just don’t understand him!”

Angela Thomas, bestselling author of 52 Things Kids Need from a Mom, gets it. The mother of four children, Angela brings wisdom, humor, and compassion to her new book for moms. Find encouragement and inspiration as she lays out 52 creative ways to help you connect with your son’s heart. Discover how to

- cheer him on from the sidelines
- hear his heart when it hurts
- teach him strength and leadership
- make memories that last a lifetime
- lead with God’s love

One week at a time, learn new ways to engage with your son and raise a godly young man. This fun, guilt-free resource will help you delight in the small moments that make for an abundant life.

Angela Thomas is a sought-after speaker, teacher, and bestselling author of Do You Think I’m Beautiful?, My Single Mom Life, Prayers for My Baby Boy, and Prayers for My Baby Girl. She inspires thousands at national conferences, workshops, and through video studies that she filmed and wrote including Brave: Honest Questions Women Ask. www.angelathomas.com
Hope for the Weary Mom

Do you ever feel like you’re fresh out of amazing? Daily pouring yourself out for your family, you’re tired, overwhelmed, and have nothing left to give. *Hope for the Weary Mom* is an honest look at where you find yourself living. In their new book, bloggers Stacey Thacker and Brooke McGlothlin (creators of the online communities Mothers of Daughters and The MOB Society) lead you to the God who meets you in your mess and show you that you don’t walk through life alone. You will...

- *invite God into your mess*
- *reconnect with His heart for you*
- *experience the peace and freedom of walking with Him*

It’s easy to forget that God knows you by name when you’re numb with the daily grind. Join Stacey and Brooke and begin the journey from weariness to hope.

**Stacey Thacker** is a wife and the mother of four vibrant girls. Creator of the popular blog *Mothers of Daughters*, she is a writer and speaker who loves God’s Word. Her passion is to connect with women and encourage them in their walks with God. You can find her blogging at mothersofdaughters.com or staceythacker.com and hanging out on Twitter @staceythacker.

**Brooke McGlothlin** is cofounder of Raising Boys Ministries, where moms and dads come to discover delight in the chaos of raising boys. You can find her writing about fighting for the hearts of her sons at *The Mothers of Boys Society* blog or living a life in pursuit of messy grace at her personal blog, www.brookemcgllothlin.com. A normal day finds Brooke homeschooling her two boys and falling more and more in love with the man she’s had a crush on since the third grade (who just happens to be her husband).
One-Minute Prayers™ for Your Adult Children

If you’re a mom or dad who has watched your adult child’s life spiral out of control, you’re not alone. You join a reluctant club comprised of millions of parents concerned about the bad choices their son or daughter has made.

Author Allison Bottke is part of that club too. She has watched in agony as her son made choices that eventually resulted in his arrest. Out of her experience came her bestselling book Setting Boundaries™ with Your Adult Children, the first in a highly successful series of Setting Boundaries™ books.

Now Allison offers you—and all parents in pain—a book of prayers written specifically to help you intercede with God on behalf of your prodigal.

If you know the pain of parenting an adult child who has lost his or her way, you will also know that ultimately your best hope is in God’s intervention. Allison’s prayers give voice to the cries of your own heart and your desire to seek and trust God with your adult child’s present and future.

Allison Bottke is the award-winning author of the acclaimed Setting Boundaries® series (more than 150,000 sold) and founder of the SANITY Support Group, an outreach based on the series. Her other books include the God Answers Prayers series, and she is the founder and general editor of more than a dozen volumes in the popular God Allows U-Turns® anthology. Allison lives in the Dallas/Fort Worth area.

8 Great Dates for Helping Your Daughter Know and Love Her Body

To help you with the big topics of body development, Dannah Gresh offers 8 Great Dates for Helping Your Daughter Know and Love Her Body. This resource for creative and focused activities with your preteen girl promises to make the conversations easy and fun!

These 8 Great Dates will also infuse your daughter with God’s truth to counteract our culture’s lies about beauty and value. You’ll tackle the following issues:

- hair and body care
- getting your period
- healthy eating
- exercise
- and yes, sex (but you decide what and how to share)

Includes an easy-to-use mom’s planning guide and online resources.

Dannah Gresh is an author, a speaker, and the creator of the Secret Keeper Girl live events. She has sold over 1.3 million books, including Six Ways to Keep the “Little” in Your Girl, A Girl’s Guide to Best Friends and Mean Girls (coauthored with Suzy Weibel), 8 Great Dates for Moms and Daughters, the bestselling And the Bride Wore White, and Lies Young Women Believe (coauthored with Nancy Leigh DeMoss). She and her husband have a son and two daughters and live in Pennsylvania. www.purefreedom.org
The One-Minute Counselor™ for Men

Work conflicts? Rocky love relationship? Kids running wild? Noted Christian counselor Norm Wright can help! He provides concise, straightforward advice on topics you care about. Drawing on biblical wisdom, practical knowledge, and his years as a professional counselor, Norm fields questions and offers solutions to help you experience great relationships and achieve your goals.

The One-Minute Counselor™ for Men is great for finding quick answers and detailed enough to provide solid resolutions for specific problems.

4 x 6 Trade, 64 pages, Case Quantity: 100, Counseling, Men

The One-Minute Counselor™ for Parents

Trusted Christian counselor H. Norman Wright gives concise-and-clear answers to your questions on parenthood. Drawing on his years as a professional counselor, as well as biblical wisdom and real-life understanding, Norm helps you with issues that range from "my toddler won’t go to sleep at night" to "my teenager refuses to do household chores." You’ll discover practical suggestions and innovative ideas in an easy-to-read format.

Offering plenty of encouragement and hope, The One-Minute Counselor™ for Parents is short enough to quickly glance through and detailed enough to refer back to when specific issues arise.

4 x 6 Trade, 64 pages, Case Quantity: 100, Counseling, Family

H. Norman Wright is a well-respected Christian counselor who has helped thousands of people bring vibrancy to their relationships through counseling, seminars, and more than 90 books, including Before You Say "I Do," After You Say "I Do," and a variety of devotionals. Norm and his wife, Tess, enjoy their children, grandchildren, pets, and fishing.

The One-Minute Counselor™ for Women

Need some help with your relationships? Feeling stressed from being pulled in a hundred directions? Known for her compassion and wisdom in helping women, Tess Wright offers real-life solutions for your everyday concerns and practical suggestions about being productive, experiencing peace, finding joy, and spending restorative time with God.

The One-Minute Counselor™ for Women is perfect for quick general knowledge and yet detailed enough to help you address specific problems.

4 x 6 Trade, 64 pages, Case Quantity: 100, Counseling, Women

Teresa “Tess” Wright is a longtime advocate and encourager for women in ministry. Earning several professional awards during her years in marketing and finance, she now devotes her time to her husband (noted Christian counselor Norm Wright), to their children, to helping women, and to outdoor pursuits.
501 Time-Saving Tips Every Woman Should Know

Well-known cookbook author and avid blogger Georgia Varozza has collected tidbits of wisdom and hundreds of how-to skills during her life. She's a master food preserver with a passion for all things natural, time-saving, and simple. Reading this book is like having her as a personal coach to teach you how to be a savvy keeper of your home.

Whether you’re young or mature, married or single, a novice or veteran do-it-yourselfer, you’ll find valuable new skills to take from this book and put to good use. With cheery snippets of inspiration and a Scripture verse tucked here and there, all these tips, tricks, and treasures will cultivate a definite “can do” attitude.

Georgia Varozza, author of the popular Homestyle Amish Kitchen Cookbook (more than 60,000 copies sold), enjoys teaching people how to prepare and preserve healthy foods, live simply, and get the most from what they have. She works in publishing and lives in a small Oregon community. www.georgiaplainandsimple.blogspot.com

7 Simple Skills™ for Every Woman

You’ve got many hats to wear in life. Peanut butter sandwich-maker, carpooler, worship committee member, daughter, best friend, wife... They’re all good jobs, but what will keep you from becoming overwhelmed and exhausted?

Popular speaker and author Pam Farrel can teach you seven simple skills that will enable you to stay motivated and energized. This new book will equip you to

- set priorities and stick to them
- influence those you care about most
- find time to care for yourself
- focus on your relationship with God
- face each day with hope and optimism

God created you to use the gifts He’s given you to bring Him glory. Learn the skills that can transform your attitude and bring success in your relationships, work, and walk with God.

Pam Farrel and her husband, Bill, are the authors of Men Are Like Waffles—Women Are Like Spaghetti (more than 290,000 copies sold) and Red-Hot Monogamy. In addition, Pam has written 52 Ways to Wow Your Husband and The 10 Best Decisions a Woman Can Make. They are cofounders and codirectors of Love-Wise, an organization to help people connect love and wisdom and bring practical insights to their personal relationships.
10 Ways to Say “I Love You”

To have and to hold from this day forward, to love and to cherish...

That’s where all the romance novels end, but it’s not the end of your love story. The wedding vows are just the beginning of your marriage. To maintain a healthy relationship, you’ll need to keep making wise choices...from this day forward.

Author and speaker Josh McDowell shares the insightful, practical choices that make a marriage thrive. Learn the power of choosing to

- make your spiritual life a priority
- resolve conflicts quickly
- keep your love life fresh
- master the art of communication
- become a great listener

This straightforward, concise resource will teach you how to love and cherish your spouse. You’ll never regret investing in your marriage!

Josh McDowell has been reaching the spiritually skeptical for more than five decades. Since beginning ministry in 1961, Josh has spoken to more than 25 million people in 128 countries. He is the author or coauthor of 148 books, with over 51 million copies distributed worldwide. Josh will tell you that his family is his ministry. He and his wife, Dottie, have been married for over 40 years and have four children and numerous grandchildren.
Becoming the Woman of His Dreams

If you would like to put a little “wow!” back in your relationship with the man you married, let seven simple secrets, biblical wisdom, and tender stories of both men and women inspire you to be the wife your husband longs for. Sharon Jaynes, author of The Power of a Woman’s Words, shares the unique, God-blessed role you can play in making your marriage the joy of both your lives.

A happy marriage takes work, but the end result is worth it. Chapters that look at what you can do and who you are as a wife will encourage you to...

- pray life-changing prayers
- be his best cheerleader
- help ease his stress
- safeguard your marriage
- initiate intimate friendship

Your position in your husband’s life is absolutely unique. Make it powerful. Make it special. Make it something he longs for.

Sharon Jaynes is an international inspirational speaker and Bible teacher for women’s conferences and events. She is also the author of several books, including Becoming the Woman of His Dreams and Becoming Spiritually Beautiful. Sharon and her husband, Steve, have one grown son, Steven, and live in North Carolina.

What Makes a Man Feel Loved

They say that behind every great man is a great woman. And the popular (more than 125,000 copies sold) What Makes a Man Feel Loved will help you encourage your husband to become the great man God created him to be.

With practical insight and wisdom, Bob Barnes, bestselling author and beloved husband of Emilie Barnes, sheds light on a man’s strengths, needs, worries, and hopes to help you discover

- why differences between men and women enrich marriage
- how you can fulfill the desires of your mate
- how to affirm your husband’s spiritual leadership

Biblical “love in action” suggestions and real-life examples will inspire you to nurture the man you love and create a foundation for a lasting, loving relationship.

Bob Barnes and his wife, Emilie, are the founders of More Hours in My Day time-management seminars and coauthors of numerous books including Together Moments for Couples and 15-Minute Devotions for Couples. Bob is also the author of the popular 15 Minutes Alone with God for Men and 5-Minute Faith Builders for Men.
12 Smart Choices for Finding the Right Guy

Are you frustrated with dating? Wondering how to find the right one? Christian psychologist Georgia Shaffer reveals how to avoid unhealthy people, build vibrant relationships, and find romance! These 12 smart choices will help you...

■ pinpoint the qualities you want in a mate
■ determine if someone has integrity
■ deepen your capacity to connect romantically
■ create a valuable social network

You’ll discover how to steer clear of losers and find emotionally and spiritually healthy people with great relationship potential.

Georgia Shaffer is a licensed psychologist, a certified life coach, a sought-after speaker, and the award-winning author of several books, including Taking Out Your Emotional Trash. She is a regular columnist for Christian Coaching Today, a member of the teaching team for the American Association of Christian Counselors’ Professional Life Coaching Training programs, and a board member of the International Christian Coaching Association.
Happy Habits for Every Couple

When was the last time you flirted with your husband? Was it before you had kids?

Do you spend more time on the couch with your wife watching movies or with a bag of chips watching the game?

Does your idea of a hot date include a drive-thru and springing for the extra-large fries?

What would your marriage look like if for 21 days you turned your attention to happy habits that will better your relationship? Plenty of books describe how to improve a marriage, how to save a marriage, even how to ramp up intimacy in a marriage. In *Happy Habits for Every Couple*, Kathi Lipp and husband Roger show you practical, fun-filled ways to put love and laughter back into your marriage.

Here are just a few of the results you’ll see when you put *Happy Habits for Every Couple* into practice:

- new levels of warmth and tenderness in your relationship
- a deeper sense of security with your spouse
- a marriage filled with fun and flirting

If you haven’t given up the dream of being head-over-heels with your spouse again, following this 21-day plan will give you just the boost you need to bring you closer together.

---

**Kathi and Roger Lipp** are the parents of four young adults in San Jose, CA. Kathi is the author of eight books and is a national speaker at retreats, conferences, and women’s events across the US. She is often featured on Focus on the Family, MOPS International, and Crosswalk.com.
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One-Minute Romance for Couples

A romance that lasts starts with good communication. But one nationwide survey indicated that most married couples spend only three or four minutes a day in meaningful conversation.

Do you sometimes wonder what to talk about? Do you ever feel as if you know all there is to know about each other? Would you like to go deeper but need some help knowing where to start? Whether you’re just getting to know each other or have been married for decades, this pocket-size trove of short, open-ended questions is sure to spark fun and meaningful conversations that will help you connect on many levels.

- “One of the first things that attracted me to you was...”
- “If you had a bucket list, what would be three of the top things on it?”
- “Describe a teacher or coach who made a positive impact on your life.”

Grace Fox is an international speaker at women’s events, a popular radio and television guest, and the author of several books, including 10-Minute Time Outs for You and Your Kids. Her articles have been published in Reader’s Digest and several other magazines. Grace and her husband, Gene, served as missionaries for nearly 20 years.

Cupid Is a Procrastinator

It’s your eighth wedding this year. You are livening up the dance floor with a stirring rendition of YMCA when suddenly, the moment comes that separates the crowd. The slow dance. This one’s for pairs. You are not a pair. You thought you would be married much sooner, but it hasn’t worked out that way. You are trying to make sense of the unexpected single life.

For single young adults who are trying to find balance between contentment with the life they have and a desire to find their match made in heaven, Cupid Is a Procrastinator is a source of comfort, challenge, and inspiration. Join Kate Hurley in the story of friends who give horrible advice, Amish dating practices, being a bridesmaid more times than anyone should, and learning to trust God when you don’t understand His plan.

Kate Hurley is a worship leader, singer-songwriter, and teacher based out of Boulder, Colorado. She writes the popular blog The Sexy Celibate and has a passion to care for the poor through her art and her friendship. The mission statement for her life is “to paint an accurate picture of a passionate God.” Visit her at www.katehurley.com.
Clutter Free

If you’ve ever wished you could clear out your clutter, simplify your space, and take back your life, Kathi Lipp’s new book has just the solutions you need. Building off the success of her The Get Yourself Organized Project, this book will provide even more ideas for getting your life and your stuff under control.

Do any of these descriptions apply to you?

- You bought a box of cereal at the store, and then discovered you have several boxes at home that are already past the “best by” date.
- You bought a book and put it on your nightstand (right on top of ten others you’ve bought recently), but you have yet to open it.
- You keep hundreds of DVDs around even though you watch everything online and aren’t really sure where the remote for the DVD player is.
- Your house makes you depressed the moment you step into it.

Kathi Lipp is a busy conference and retreat speaker and the author of several books, including The Husband Project, The Cure for the “Perfect” Life, and The Get Yourself Organized Project. She and her husband, Roger, live in California and are the parents of four young adults.
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Fret Busters

DaySpring Cards cofounder Roy Lessin offers encouragement and hope in this powerful, pocket-sized book that highlights God’s love and promises to you. Both thought-provoking and fun to read, these short devotions provide unique insights and biblical truths to help you kick worry to the curb and experience joy, peace, and contentment through Jesus.

What does the voice of God sound like?

- His voice will quiet your spirit
- His presence will calm you
- His love will sustain you

Fret Busters reminds you that God will give you the courage and faith you need to survive and thrive when troubles come. If you’re struggling or looking for a deeper understanding of God and His wisdom, this book is for you. Perfect for gift-giving too.

Roy Lessin graduated from Bethany College of Missions, worked in missions with his wife, Charlene, served as Christian education director and youth minister, and cofounded DaySpring Cards. He’s written numerous gift books, devotionals, and Christian greeting cards. Roy’s blog Meet Me in the Meadow reaches more than 1 million readers. www.meetmeinthemeadow.com
How to Forgive...When You Don’t Feel Like It

When someone hurts us, our natural response is to strike back. Rather than let go, we cling to our rocks of resentment, our boulders of bitterness. The result? We struggle under the weight of unforgiveness.

Though we know God has called us to forgive others, we find ourselves asking:

■ What if it hurts too much to forgive?
■ What if the other person isn’t sorry?
■ How can I let someone off the hook for doing something so wrong?

Biblical counselor June Hunt has been there herself, enabling her to speak from experience as she offers biblical help and hope with heartfelt compassion. If you’ve been pinned down under a landslide of pain, here’s how to find true freedom through forgiveness.

30 Days to a Stronger, More Confident You

Is insecurity robbing you of life’s fullness?

You can understand and overcome the fears that limit you. And you can build the confidence you need to reach your personal and professional goals.

30 Days to a Stronger, More Confident You uses biblical and present-day examples to help you discover the secrets to bold and fearless living at home, at work, and at play. You’ll learn how to

■ value individuality
■ establish boundaries
■ conquer perfectionism
■ empower others
■ embrace success

Through Scripture-based principles, heart-searching personal challenges, and healing prayers and affirmations, you will discover the path to a more successful you.

Deborah Smith Pegues is an astute businesswoman, certified public accountant, Bible teacher, Certified Behavioral Consultant, and international speaker. Her inspiring teaching on walking in “Supreme” confidence financially, relationally, and emotionally has brought healing to people around the world. She has authored 14 books, including the bestselling 30 Days to Taming Your Tongue (over 600,000 sold) and Emergency Prayers. She and her husband, Darnell, have been married more than 33 years.
When Homosexuality Hits Home

“There’s something I need to tell you…I’m gay.”

These are hard words to hear from a beloved family member. But as hard as they are to hear, they are also hard for the same-sex-attracted person to utter.

No matter the relationship—parent, child, grandparent, spouse, sibling, or other—that admission will likely mark a change in the way you and your loved one understand each other. These can be difficult waters to navigate, but Joe Dallas knows the rough waters firsthand and offers answers to the questions you need answered.

- How do I show my love for my same-sex-attracted family member and yet remain faithful to the Bible’s admonitions about homosexuality?
- Should I attend my loved one’s gay wedding?
- What caused his or her homosexuality? Am I to blame?
- Can people change their sexual orientation?

From his many years of helping families answer tough questions about homosexuality, Joe Dallas offers you sound, compassionate, and biblically accurate advice as you take a journey you never anticipated.

Revised edition.

Joe Dallas is an author, speaker, and pastoral counselor who conducts seminars nationwide. He is the founder of Genesis Biblical Solutions in Tustin, California, and has written six books on human sexuality from a Christian perspective, including such authoritative resources as the bestselling Desires in Conflict, The Complete Christian Guide to Understanding Homosexuality, and The Gay Gospel? His articles have been featured in Christianity Today magazine and the Journal of Psychology and Christianity, and he is a regular contributor to the Christian Research Journal.
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Social Issues/Counseling
GlobalFire

The warning signs of a new global upheaval are visible. But are we ready?

Challenges of an unprecedented kind are fast descending on us. We are entering a unique period in human history, with five key forces about to converge and spur massive changes.

What are these forces or trends? All are of major consequence, and all promise to threaten the political, social, and economic order we know today. Expert analyst Soeren Kern identifies these global trends and how they can influence our future:

- the increasing radicalization of the Middle East
- the implications of a nuclear Iran
- the consequence of the rise of Islam in the West
- a global debt crisis that will reshape the world order
- the dangers of America’s diminished influence in the world

A uniquely insightful survey of what is happening in the world today.

Soeren Kern graduated from the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University in Washington, DC. A political scientist by training, he is a foreign-policy analyst who specializes in European politics and the geopolitics of Islam in the West. He works for think tanks in Europe and the United States.
A Quick Look at Christian History

A few weeks after Easter AD 33, the entire church fit in one upstairs room. In just decades, it exploded into a worldwide movement. What happened?

Follow the action with this collection of the highs and lows of the people of God. Each chapter begins with a summary of the most important statistics and influential Christians of the pertaining century. You’ll also find concise notes about the history of Christianity, including its...

- practices and beliefs
- denominations and movements
- institutions and traditions
- evangelism and persecution
- literature, art, and architecture

Discover your amazing heritage as a member of God’s family.

George Kurian has produced more than 60 reference works, including 15 multivolume encyclopedias. Three have been selected as Outstanding Reference Books of the Year by the American Library Association. Mr. Kurian is a member of the World Academy of Arts and Sciences and is listed in Who’s Who in America.

The Complete Guide to Christian Denominations

Do you ever wonder what the difference is between one denomination and another? Why are there so many kinds of Baptist or Presbyterian or Lutheran churches? Where do those names come from, anyway?

You can find answers in this concise but comprehensive guide. Learn about the leaders, teachings, and history of most of the church families in America. In addition to membership statistics, you’ll find...

- a brief explanation of how the denomination began
- a short summary of its teachings on God, the Bible, the church, and other important topics
- a quick overview of some of its distinctive characteristics

Whether you’re looking for a new church or enriching your fellowship with other believers, you’ll be much better prepared with this revised and expanded edition of The Complete Guide to Christian Denominations.

Ron Rhodes, president of Reasoning from the Scriptures Ministries, is heard regularly on nationwide radio and is the author of Bite-Size Bible Answers, Bite-Size Bible Definitions, Commonly Misunderstood Bible Verses and 5-Minute Apologetics for Today. He holds ThM and ThD degrees from Dallas Theological Seminary and teaches there and at several other seminaries.
40 Days Through Genesis

The opening scenes in the story of redemption are essential for understanding what the rest of the Bible has to say about God, the world, and you. As you uncover the mysteries of the beginning of time, you'll discover how the sovereign God cares for the world and keeps His covenant promises.

To help you personally interact with the vital truths of Genesis, trusted Bible teacher Ron Rhodes provides...

- Scripture Readings and Insights
- Major Themes
- Cross-References
- Life Lessons
- Questions for Reflection and Discussion

Use this 40-day journey alone or with friends to fortify the foundations of your faith.

Ron Rhodes, president of Reasoning from the Scriptures Ministries, is heard regularly on nationwide radio and is the author of Bite-Size Bible Answers, Bite-Size Bible Definitions, Commonly Misunderstood Bible Verses and 5-Minute Apologetics for Today. He holds ThM and ThD degrees from Dallas Theological Seminary and teaches there and at several other seminaries.

A Quick, Guided Tour Through the Bible

You’ll feel as if you’re on the scene as the big events from the Bible unfold in this unique visual guide. Nearly a hundred easy-to-read maps, created with data from NASA, and 150 additional graphics are paired with fast-paced, magazine-style accounts. You’ll find a fresh perspective on plenty of biblical highlights, including...

- Finding Rebekah: Long Walk for a Good Wife
- Moses Takes the Scenic Route
- How to Convert a Hardcore Jew: Paul on the Road to Damascus

With a touch of humor, seminary-educated newspaper journalist Stephen M. Miller draws from the finest biblical scholarship to lead you on an informative and entertaining journey from Genesis to Revelation.

Stephen M. Miller is the bestselling author of Who’s Who and Where’s Where in the Bible (Retailer’s Choice Award for best nonfiction book of the year), The Complete Guide to the Bible (400,000 copies sold), and many other books, which have sold over a million copies. He and his wife, Linda, live in Kansas and have two adult children.
Praying the Armor of God

The Bible is clear: This world is a spiritual battle zone, which every day puts us and those we love in harm’s way from enemy attacks. Satan is relentless, and human defenses are no match for his dark devices. What can you do to protect yourself and your family?

Pastor Rick Stedman proposes the solution: You need to put on the armor of God through prayer. As you follow his easy-to-remember method, you will learn to

■ focus on a specific piece of armor for each day of the week
■ spend quality time with God as you pray biblically and effectively
■ become empowered to face each day’s battles and to protect those you love

Rick Stedman is the founding and senior pastor of Adventure Christian Church in Roseville, CA. Stedman has graduate degrees in both biblical theology and philosophy. He has published Your Single Treasure and more than 50 articles, and has appeared as a guest on numerous radio programs, including Focus on the Family.

“Praying on the armor of God has never been so practical. Rick Stedman has provided for us a simple way to bring God’s protective power into the lives of the people we love.”

—David Butts, chairman, America’s National Prayer Committee

“The hardest thing about the Christian life is that it is so daily. As a seasoned pastor, faithful disciple, and outstanding communicator, Rick Stedman has written this practical and relevant guide for daily victory. Christ’s sufficient provision of spiritual armor is available to every believer. This book makes it readily applicable to your heart and your home, seven days a week.”

—Daniel Henderson, president, Strategic Renewal
Our Amish Values

Delightful color photographs and brief A-to-Z articles make this charming 64-page book the perfect introduction to the unassuming beauty of Amish culture.

Written by an Amish tour guide from Holmes County, Ohio—the largest Amish community in the world—this concise overview of Amish practices and beliefs provides firsthand answers to visitors’ most frequently asked questions.

- Why the unique clothing, buggies, and low-tech lifestyle?
- How have Amish communities changed over the years?
- Do most Amish men still work on farms?
- How do dating and engagement work?
- What are Amish church services like?

With these slice-of-life images and first-person accounts, you'll enjoy your own brief retreat into the peace and serenity of the Plain lifestyle.

Lester Beachy is a longtime member of a diverse Amish community in Ohio and for several years has served as a tour guide for visitors from around the country.

The Amish Book of Prayers for Women

Everyone’s prayer closet could use a cool breath of fresh air once in a while. Whether you need to talk with God about your joys or your sorrows, simple pleasures or heartrending pain, you’ll find new inspiration in these brief prayers from the heart of a young Amish wife and mother. They touch on topics from parenting and household responsibilities to personal character and the wonderful attributes of God.

Simple, direct, and brimming with heartfelt devotion—qualities long admired in the Plain people—these prayer starters will calm your heart, guide your thoughts, and lead you into a peaceful sense of God’s presence.

Esther Stoll and her husband, Philip, are parents of two children and members of the Old Order Amish Church. Esther deeply enjoys her role of homemaking and taking care of her family.
The Authentic Amish Cookbook

Now you can enjoy genuine Amish recipes from the Amish themselves. From the members of the Evart, Michigan, Amish community comes this collection of 450 family favorites, including...

- salads and dressings (24-Hour Potato Salad, Italian Macaroni Salad)
- meats and main dishes (Honey-Mustard Baked Chicken, No-Fuss Lasagna, Taco Quiche)
- desserts (Apple Cream Cheese Pie, Rhubarb Torte, Raspberry Swirl)

Several miscellaneous recipes (jerky, play dough, finger paint...) and large-quantity recipes (for wedding receptions and other large events) are followed by many healthy recipes for folks who are watching their diet. A generous collection of tips and hints provides extra help in making your duties in the kitchen and throughout your home flow smoothly.

With popular Amish hymns and inspirational thoughts sprinkled throughout, The Authentic Amish Cookbook provides everything you need to enjoy your meal preparation and to bless your family and friends with table times they’ll never forget.

Norman and Marlena Miller are the founders of Ridgeway Books and Publishing and find satisfaction in serving the Lord through creating and distributing Christian books. They are members of the New Order Amish Church and have two children gracing their home.
Tricks My Dog Taught Me

For 14 years, a small, round hound named Mojo provided her reluctant master a front-row seat to life’s most profound lessons. With his trademark humor and depth of insight, popular speaker, author, and pet owner Phil Callaway shares stories that showcase such virtues as...

- **Forgiveness.** “When my marriage needed repair, I noticed at least one creature in our home was quick to forgive.”
- **Servanthood.** “In a selfish culture, my dog’s world is centered on others.”
- **Grace.** “Mojo is 14 now. The end is never easy, but she’ll leave a legacy of loyalty, commitment, and faithfulness that we’ll celebrate for years to come.”

As you enjoy these slices of life from a gifted storyteller, you’ll notice even more of the important but sometimes easy-to-miss meaning in the daily routines and events of your own life.

Best known for his humorous yet perceptive look at life, award-winning author and speaker Phil Callaway has written more than 25 books, including *Making Life Rich Without Any Money*. Phil is also a syndicated columnist, the editor of *Servant* magazine, and a popular speaker for corporations, conferences, camps, and marriage retreats. He would say that his greatest achievement was convincing his wife, his high-school sweetheart, to marry him.
Laughter Never Gets Old

What’s the secret to aging gracefully? It just might be a healthy sense of humor.

Living well in the “third third of life” surely includes a well-trained ability to not take yourself too seriously. These jokes, brief stories, and cartoons will help you keep an upbeat attitude as the years race by.

- “I knew I was getting older when I stopped lying about my age and started bragging about it.”
- “I don’t mind being called a senior citizen as long as I get the discount.”
- “Being 102 years old has its benefits—no peer pressure.”

If you’re old enough to remember when the Dead Sea was only sick, don’t be discouraged. Just spend a few minutes with this lighthearted collection that reminds you that regardless of your age, you still have plenty to chuckle about.

Bob Phillips, master compiler of inspirational verses, Scripture references, and quotes on the lighter, humorous side of life, has written a hundred books with combined sales of more than 11 million copies. Bob also serves as executive director emeritus for Hume Lake Christian Camps and is a licensed family counselor in California.

Jonny Hawkins is a full-time cartoonist whose work has appeared in more than 600 publications. He also creates five themed Cartoon-a-Day calendars each year. Jonny and his wife, Carissa, have three children and live in Michigan.

My Favorite Senior Moments

Humor and joy abound in this entertaining look at senior life. From handling day-to-day foibles to connecting with your kids and grandkids, gentle humorist Karen O’Connor keeps you smiling, laughing, and appreciating the wisdom that comes with experience. My Favorite Senior Moments encourages you to look on the sunny—and funny—side of the street and enjoy the benefits of living long, including...

- chuckling at how God uses children to remind you of His blessings
- discovering that love and romance have no time limits
- navigating today’s technology...with the help of grandkids
- remembering penny loafers—even if the salesperson doesn’t
- enjoying new adventures and appreciating familiar ones

God is with you every step of the way, and these vignettes full of character and wit prove it.

Karen O’Connor is a sought-after speaker, a writing consultant, and the award-winning author of more than 75 books, including Gettin’ Old Ain’t for Wimps (more than 300,000 copies sold). She’s appeared on national media, including The 700 Club and 100 Huntley Street.

Bob Phillips
Jonny Hawkins
Karen O’Connor

My Favorite Senior Moments
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A Widow’s Journey

Have you recently lost your husband? Are there days when you feel so terribly alone—and that no one else could possibly understand?

Author Gayle Roper understands. As a recent widow herself, Gayle writes:

“So who am I now that there’s only one place at the table... one pillow with a head dent, one damp towel after a shower? There’s only one toothbrush in the holder. The seat is never left up anymore.

I can still write Mrs. in front of my name, but I’m no longer in a marriage relationship. You need two people for a marriage and there’s only me.”

Is there only you? Then join Gayle as she draws on her emotions during the loss of her beloved husband, Chuck, and offers you a compassionate devotional to encourage you through your darkest days. Gayle knows a widow’s pain is deep. But she also knows God’s love is deeper still. And it’s in His love you’ll find your deepest comfort.

“I learned to imagine a future, not the one I wanted, no; but one that could make my life worthwhile. I could hope for purpose, for laughter, for satisfaction...to discover new and unexpected possibilities—or I could choose to stay in my gray world of grief.”
The Amish Clockmaker

From bestselling authors Mindy Starns Clark and Susan Meissner, The Amish Clockmaker (Book 3 in the Men of Lancaster County series) explores the men of an Amish community in Lancaster County, how their Amish beliefs play out in their unique roles, and the women who change their lives.

Newlyweds Matthew and Amanda Zook are just settling into their roles as managers of Zook Feed and Tack when an old but beautifully ornate clock is discovered during a store remodel. After examining the clock, they discover a secret that indicates it belonged to the former owner of the building, the Amish clockmaker Clayton Raber, who, fifty years earlier, was arrested for the murder of his wife.

The shocking elegance of Raber’s clock, the love poems about his wife found inside, and the fact that the clock had been hidden, compel Matthew—against Amanda’s wishes—to seek out Raber. Matthew believes he is following God’s will in this. But is the old man still alive? Why did he create something so obviously against Amish standards? Why was the clock hidden? More importantly, is it possible the love poems will prove that this Amish clockmaker loved his wife to the community that never believed his claim of innocence?

A timeless novel of truth, commitment, and the power of enduring love, where secrets of the past give way to hope for the future.

Mindy Starns Clark is the author of many books, which include the popular Smart Chick Mysteries, Whispers of the Bayou, Shadows of Lancaster County, and Under the Cajun Moon. In addition, Mindy’s plays and musicals have been featured in schools and churches across the United States.

Susan Meissner is a multi-published author, speaker, and writing workshop leader with a background in community journalism. Her novels include The Shape of Mercy, named by Publishers Weekly as one of the 100 Best Novels of 2008 and a Carol Award winner. She is a pastor’s wife and the mother of four young adults. When she’s not writing novels, Susan writes small group curriculum for her San Diego church.
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Mr. Cooper shook as though her fingers might crumble into dozens of pieces. “Nathaniel Cooper, but my friends call me Nate.”

He immediately flushed a bright shade of scarlet.

Amanda smiled as she lifted her gaze to meet his.

“I will remember that in case we become friends someday.”
My Heart Stood Still

From bestselling author Lori Copeland (more than 3 million books in print) comes the inspiring sequel to *Sisters of Mercy Flats*.

The three wily and beautiful McDougal sisters can swindle a man faster than it takes to lasso a calf. But their luck is running out, and they’re about to be hauled off to jail. When the wagon carrying them falls under attack, each sister is picked up by a different man.

Anne-Marie, the middle sister, is saved by Creed Walker, a Crow warrior. It’s loathing at first sight, but with bandits on their tail and a cache of gold to hide, Creed and Anne-Marie need each other. Will they learn to put aside their differences and trust each other—and God? And can their growing faith turn their lives around?

**Lori Copeland** is the author of more than 90 titles, both historical and contemporary fiction. With more than 3 million copies of her books in print, she has developed a loyal following among her rapidly growing fans in the inspirational market. She has been honored with the Romantic Times Reviewer’s Choice Award, The Holt Medallion, and Walden Books’ Best Seller award. In 2000, Lori was inducted into the Missouri Writers Hall of Fame. She lives in the beautiful Ozarks with her husband, Lance, and their three children and seven grandchildren.
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Miriam’s Secret

Bestselling author Jerry S. Eicher (more than 600,000 books sold) brings new characters and surprising challenges to lovers of Amish fiction in the Land of Promise series.

In this first book, Miriam Yoder has a secret. Her compassionate care for Amos Bland during his last days resulted in her receiving a large inheritance. When Ivan Mast indicates his intentions at romance, Miriam suspects he’s discovered her hidden wealth and has plans that aren’t inspired by his love for her.

Seeking a fresh start where no one knows her, Miriam accepts a teaching position in faraway Oklahoma where she meets Wayne Yutzy, a local greenhouse employee. His interest in her seems genuine and when he proposes, Miriam accepts. Happiness surely awaits the newly engaged couple...or does it?

Book one in the Land of Promise series

5 ½ x 8 ½ Trade, 352 pages, Case Quantity: 40, Fiction—Romance

A Blessing for Miriam

In the second book of bestselling author Jerry S. Eicher’s new Land of Promise series, Miriam Yoder is looking forward to her wedding day with Wayne Yutzy. But when beautiful Esther Swartz arrives to care for her ailing grandmother, Miriam is wary of Wayne’s past relationship with Esther.

When storms rip through the small Amish community in Oklahoma, Miriam’s daett arrives to help in the rebuilding efforts. Under pressure from Miriam’s daett the relationship with Wayne is upended, leaving Miriam to wonder if she must now build her new life as a single Amish woman.

Book two in the Land of Promise series

5 ½ x 8 ½ Trade, 256 pages, Case Quantity: 48, Fiction—Romance

Jerry Eicher taught for two terms in Amish and Mennonite schools in Ohio and Illinois. He writes of his experience growing up Amish in his memoir My Amish Childhood. Jerry has been involved in church renewal, preaching, and teaching Bible studies. He lives with his wife, Tina, and their four children in Virginia.
Take My Hand

From bestselling Christian fiction author Sally John comes the second book in a series featuring new beginnings and unexpected romance.

Welcome to the Casa de Vida—eleven quaint bungalows located three blocks from the Pacific Ocean in tiny Seaside Village, California. Owner Liv McAlister never advertises vacancies beyond a small hand-lettered sign out front, preferring to trust that God will send the right tenant at just the right time. And He always does.

Heidi Hathaway’s life has been turned upside down. After an accident leaves her injured, unable to work, and incapable of negotiating the stairs in her multilevel oceanfront condo, she leases her home and moves into a cozy little cottage in the charming garden complex where her friend Piper lives. There she finds so much more than a place to rest and recover.

Piper Keyes knows Jared is not coming back from Afghanistan. After making it through the fifth anniversary of his death, she wonders if she’s last ready to get on with life. She gingerly explores new avenues—photography, cooking, and buying her own boutique—and learns to open her heart again.

The most comforting thing about living at the Casa is that the women there become each other’s mentors and confidantes, learning from their own mistakes and arriving at new, healed places in their lives.

Available February 2015
5 ½ x 8 ½ Trade, 352 pages
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Fiction—Romance

Sally John is the bestselling author of 18 novels, including the popular series The Other Way Home, The Beach House, and In a Heartbeat. A three-time finalist for the Christy Award and former teacher, Sally lives in Southern California with her husband Tim. Writing fiction takes a backseat only to her cherished roles of wife, mom, mom-in-law, and grandma. Find out more about Sally at www.sally-john.com.
A Young Woman After God’s Own Heart

What does it mean to live God in your everyday life? It means knowing and following God’s perfect plan for you as a young woman. Learn how to...

- grow close to God
- get along with your family and friends
- make the right kinds of choices
- become more like Jesus
- prepare for the future
- fulfill the desires of your heart

As you read along, you’ll find yourself caught up in the exciting adventure of a lifetime—that of becoming a woman after God’s own heart! You’ll love the special “Heart Response” sections created just for you. And the practical “Things to Do Today” will help you in your desire to know and follow God.

Includes new and updated content.

Elizabeth George, whose books have sold more than 7 million copies, is the author of A Woman After God’s Own Heart® (more than 1 million copies sold) and Breaking the Worry Habit...Forever! She’s also a popular speaker at Christian women’s events. Elizabeth and her husband, Jim, are parents and grandparents, and have been active in ministry for more than 30 years.
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A woman with a heart that belongs to God makes sure that her relationship with God is growing each day by looking to God through His Word and by praying...

As you look to God for His wisdom, guidance, and strength each day by looking into His Word, and as you look to Him about the course of your life through prayer, you look up. You look full into His wonderful heart.”

—Elizabeth George
A Young Man After God’s Own Heart

Becoming a young man after God’s own heart is a lot like climbing a mountain. You’ll find all sorts of challenges on the way up, but the awesome view at the top is well worth the trip.

Real success in life—the kind that counts with God—starts by discovering God’s priorities for you. These include...

- building your faith
- choosing the right kinds of friends
- getting along at home
- winning the battle over temptation
- making right choices about the future

Once you get started on this journey, you’ll never be the same!

Includes new and revised content.
Pretty from the Inside Out

You’re not a little girl anymore, and you’d love to start wearing makeup and pretty clothes, getting guys to notice you...

But hang on a sec, girl! Before you get all made up, you need to make sure you know what it really means to be pretty. Pretty is...

- the light you shine through your service
- the way you show gentleness, humility, and respect
- how you act when no one is watching

Jennifer Strickland used to be a model, and she knows that real prettiness comes from the heart. Join her on a journey of discovering true beauty—the beauty of a beloved daughter of God!

Jennifer Strickland is a blessed wife, grateful mother of three, gifted speaker, and former professional model. She once appeared in *Glamour* and *Vogue* and walked the runways of Europe, but since leaving the modeling industry she has devoted her life to restoring the beauty and value of women.

“When we gaze at our own image, we can become so focused on our looks that we don’t focus on others. The mirror convinces us life is all about us and how pretty we look. Life is really about how we can use our gifts to bless others.”
Nowhere to Hide

William King and Blake Watt have just settled into their senior year of high school when they receive a call for help—the authorities need to use their computer skills to track down a father who has failed to make child-support payments. The invitation to become cyber bounty hunters is so tempting, they don’t stop to ask why they were chosen for this assignment.

As they learn more about the man they are searching for, they discover the true nature of their mission—to help the founder of a Seattle-based software company prove that he is innocent of a much different charge. But the scariest things they learn are why they were chosen and why they were supposed to remain in the background.

You’ll love following the surprising twists and turns in this fast-paced young-adult thriller from a gifted storyteller who has nearly three million books in print.

Sigmund Brouwer is the popular author of more than 40 novels and numerous non-fiction books. He is coauthor of The Last Disciple series, which was featured in Time magazine and on ABC’s Good Morning America. Sigmund inspires teens to read through speaking engagements at schools across North America and through his Coolreading.com programs. Sigmund is married to Christian recording artist Cindy Morgan, and they have two daughters.
A Kid’s Guide to the Armor of God

As one of the country’s most respected evangelical leaders, pastor and author Tony Evans challenges “tweens” (ages 8 to 12) to explore what the armor of God is all about. He understands that Christian kids want to be stronger, more confident, and skilled at living an exciting God-centered life, and so he presents the unvarnished truth.

Tony Evans gives kids a plan for success by explaining:

- Scripture reveals who’s behind the world’s traps and snares and how to resist him.
- God offers all Christians a powerful suit of armor and mighty weapons.
- The suit includes a belt of truth and helmet of salvation to wear and shield of faith to carry into the battle.
- When every piece of God’s armor is worn correctly, the enemy is defeated and Christians finish victorious.

By learning how to dress in the armor God provides, preteens are able to speak the truth, stand firm in the faith, and spread the Good News of Jesus Christ.

Dr. Tony Evans is founder and senior pastor of the 8500-member Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas, founder and president of The Urban Alternative, chaplain of the NBA’s Dallas Mavericks, and author of *Destiny and Victory in Spiritual Warfare*. His radio broadcast, *The Alternative with Dr. Tony Evans*, can be heard on more than 500 US outlets daily and in more than 40 countries.
A Girl’s Guide to Discovering Her Bible

If you are a child of God, do you know one of the most important things you can do is read your Bible? That’s how you spend time with God and learn more about Him.

And there are more reasons you want to get to know your Bible—it shows you how to live God’s way. The Bible can help you...

- know how to find good friends
- get along better with your parents and family
- make right choices instead of wrong ones
- learn how to use your time well
- grow and become a stronger Christian

The Bible is God’s message especially for you. Take your first steps now to discovering just how much He loves and cares for you!

Elizabeth George, whose books have sold more than 7 million copies, is the author of A Woman After God’s Own Heart® (more than 1 million copies sold) and Breaking the Worry Habit...Forever! She’s also a popular speaker at Christian women’s events. Elizabeth and her husband, Jim, are parents and grandparents, and have been active in ministry for more than 30 years.

MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR:  PAGE 4  PAGE 40

A Boy’s Guide to Discovering His Bible

As a boy growing up, do you know one of the most important things you can do is read your Bible?

Maybe the Bible doesn’t seem exciting to you because it was written long ago. But if you look closely, you’ll discover it shows you how to live God’s way. The Bible can help you...

- know how to find good friends
- get along better with your family
- make right choices instead of wrong ones
- become more responsible and use your time well
- grow wise and become a strong Christian

There is a lot God wants to share with you. Get to know your Bible better—it’s an amazing adventure!

Jim George and his wife, Elizabeth George, are Christian authors and speakers. Jim, author of A Husband After God’s Own Heart (a Gold Medallion finalist) and The Bare Bones Bible Handbook, has MDiv and ThM degrees from Talbot Theological Seminary. He has served in various pastoral roles for 25 years and on The Master’s Seminary staff for ten years. Jim and Elizabeth have two married daughters and are grandparents.
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For Girls Like You

Tween girls have access to an unbelievable amount of media and information with just a simple click of the remote or mouse. Every outlet they turn to attempts to subtly influence their worldview...and what they believe about themselves directly affects how they live.

Wynter Pitts, founder of *For Girls Like You* magazine, gives girls a new devotional showing them a correct definition of themselves, opening their eyes to God’s truth and the difference it makes in their lives. Each daily devotion includes Scripture, a prayer, and a craft idea to help girls apply the lesson.

**Wynter Pitts** is the founder of For Girls Like You, a ministry to girls and their parents. Wynter has a drive to introduce young girls to Christian values so they can walk passionately and boldly. A native of Baltimore, Maryland, Wynter resides in Dallas, Texas with her husband, Jonathan, and their four daughters.

“If you’ve wondered whether there is anything left on the planet to entertain your young beauties that promotes morals you’d approve of, look no further.”

—Author and speaker Priscilla Shirer
A Girl’s Guide to Knowing and Loving Her Body

Everywhere your daughter goes—online or in real life—our culture tells her lies about her body. That’s why bestselling author Dannah Gresh, creator of the Secret Keeper Girl events has developed this resource that points tween girls like yours to the truth about God’s design.

With stories and examples your daughter can relate to, this Girl’s Guide takes her to the Bible as her resource, helping her meditate on its message and have fun while she does it. She’ll explore questions such as

- What if my body is different from everyone else’s?
- What does the Bible mean by “Honor God with your body”?
- What about makeup—should I wear it? If so, how much?
- Should I be afraid to grow up?
- What’s the big deal with nutrition and exercise?

Here’s solid guidance with biblical grounding that will help your daughter grow spiritually as she’s maturing physically.

About this series: The Girl’s Guide books in the Secret Keeper Girl Series have been created for tween girls to help them explore topics important to them and give them the opportunity to travel deeper into “God’s diary”—the Bible—for truth and instruction.

Dannah Gresh is an author, a speaker, and the creator of the Secret Keeper Girl live events. She has sold over 1.3 million books, including Six Ways to Keep the “Little” in Your Girl, A Girl’s Guide to Best Friends and Mean Girls (coauthored with Suzy Weibel), 8 Great Dates for Moms and Daughters, the bestselling And the Bride Wore White, and Lies Young Women Believe (coauthored with Nancy Leigh DeMoss). She and her husband have a son and two daughters and live in Pennsylvania. www.purefreedom.org.
Autumn Days

This endearing story invites readers ages seven to eleven to share in a few of young Elva’s adventures while working the autumn harvest with her family in rural Lancaster County. While abiding by the traditions of her Mennonite faith, she steps from one fun adventure to another.

Every family member, including teenagers like Elva, help gather the fruits and vegetables from the orchards and gardens and then join the efforts to preserve the bounty. Is it all work and no fun? Certainly not! Find out what happens when the kids discover a sister’s hope chest and finally manage to get it open. Read about the crazy day Elva has when she is hired to work on the neighbor’s farm. Much can happen—and does—between chores!

Self-taught artist and gifted author Elva Hurst draws inspiration from her warm memories of growing up in a large conservative Mennonite family on a dairy farm in Pennsylvania. Now with a husband, four children, and a small farm of her own, she carves time out of her busy day to follow her passion for the arts and write—all from her kitchen table.

When School Bells Call

Readers ages seven to eleven will be drawn to this charming story that happened during a time not so long ago. Take a peek at life in a large, loving Mennonite family where everyone works together, faith is practiced daily, and fun happens often.

When the harvest starts in Lancaster County, it signals time for school to begin. Children help gather the fruits and vegetables from the gardens and prepare the one-room schoolhouse for the first day of school, and Elva loves it all!

One day Elva and her classmates plan a secret “food roll” to bless Teacher. They try their best to hide their giggles but erupt with laughter as Teacher shows her surprise. Then when her fifth-grade arithmetic lessons get Elva down, her brother suggests the perfect way to forget about her troubles—for a while anyway. And when the beautiful harvest moon is at its fullest, Elva steps quietly through the rustling corn fields to listen for...for what? What is it that makes Elva love autumn so much?
When God Turned on the Light

In her newest children’s story, beloved author Allia Zobel Nolan treats her young audience to an unforgettable look at how God created the world. Imagine that day when God smiled and His love and light filled the Earth! Set to rhyme and accompanied by Linda Clearwater’s colorful and engaging illustrations, this story inspires 3- to 6-year-olds to imagine how fun it would be to dance through fields of brand new red poppies, spy on freshly created pink flamingos, and climb up just-made mountain peaks.

Best of all, children come to understand that God is the source of all life and that His Son, Jesus, came to live in their hearts and light up their lives.

Allia Zobel Nolan is an internationally published, award-winning author of more than 170 children’s and adult trade titles with close to three million books in print. Her books reflect her passions—God, cats, and writing for children—and include such titles as Cat Confessions and The Ten Commandments for Little Ones. She lives in Connecticut with her husband and their three cats, Angela, Sinead, and McDuff.

Linda Clearwater is a children’s book illustrator with numerous credits including Moses’ Memory Book, Daniel’s Diary, and Noah’s Notebook. She graduated from Moore College of Art in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and has designed newspapers, periodicals, and stationery, and directed fashion photo shoots on her way to fulfilling her dream of becoming a book illustrator. Linda lives in Connecticut and is the mother of two daughters.
Getting to Know Jesus for Little Ones

Introduce children ages 4 to 8 to the gospel message through this clear presentation of the plan of salvation, adapted from Bill Bright’s *The Four Spiritual Laws*. This memorable story and bright, engaging illustrations help your children understand that they are loved by God and can begin their very own lifelong adventure with Him right now—today!

The four imaginary keys pictured in the story represent these four basic truths:

- **God loves us.**
- **Sin separates us from God.**
- **Jesus is our only hope.**
- **When we receive Jesus into our hearts, we experience God’s love.**

Share this exciting story with your children and give them the most precious gift of all—a loving vibrant relationship with God!


Available February 2015

8 x 8 Hardcover, 32 pages

Case Quantity: 44

Children’s Picture Book

---

**Brad Bright** is the son of Bill and Vonette Bright, the founders of Campus Crusade for Christ. Brad earned a BA in political science and history and now serves as the president and CEO of Bright Media Foundation, an affiliate of Campus Crusade for Christ. He and his wife, Kathy, coauthored *Because God Is Awesome!*

**Kathy Bright** earned a BA in music and has served on the staff of Campus Crusade for Christ for more than 25 years. She is the national director of Discover God 4Kids, hosts the blog *Kathy Bright’s Korner*, and is now the coauthor of two children’s books. She and her husband live in Florida with their two teenagers and two dogs.

**Tracy Bishop** grew up on a US Army base near Tokyo. From an early age, she fell in love with drawing and telling stories through pictures. She now works from her California home and takes inspiration from her son, husband, and a hairy dog named Harry.
God’s Got an Answer for That

Every kid faces problems, and big or small, they feel overwhelming.

- “I don’t want to forgive my brother, but Mom says I have to.”
- “I’m being bullied, and I’m not sure who I can talk to.”
- “I’m lonely, and I don’t have any friends.”

Kids ages 8 to 12 will discover that God cares about their challenges and fears and has given them practical help in His Word. Through a simple, straightforward process, kids become “truth sleuths,” uncovering the root of their problem and looking to the Bible for the ultimate solution.

7 x 9 Trade, 48 pages, Case Quantity: 58, Children’s Nonfiction

God’s Got an Answer for That Devotional

Think your problems are too small to matter to God? Think again! God’s got plenty to say about the real problems you face every day. Problems like...

- “My best friend is being mean to me, and I don’t know what I did wrong.”
- “I know I’m supposed to obey, but I want things my way...now!”
- “All my friends are doing something I know is wrong, and it would be easier to just go along with them.”

Kids ages 8 to 12 will be encouraged to dive into God’s Word to seek help for the daily problems they face. Each devotion includes Scripture, a prayer, and questions for further reflection.

5 ½ x 8 ½, 96 pages, Case Quantity: 100, Children’s Nonfiction

God’s Got an Answer for That Activity Book

This companion to God’s Got an Answer for That is designed to reinforce positive lessons about God and His Word. Kids ages 8 to 12 will enjoy the word puzzles, mazes, and other exciting activities.

8 ½ x 11 Trade, 48 pages, Case Quantity: 100, Children’s Nonfiction

Suzanne Hadley Gosselin lives in Colorado with her husband, Kevin, and three children. Formerly an editor for Clubhouse and Clubhouse Jr. magazines, she has written for Zondervan, David C. Cook, and Focus on the Family. Suzanne enjoys serving with her husband in children’s ministry and visiting her family in the Pacific Northwest.

Jon Nappa is an award-winning writer. His works have been featured on PBS, TLC, and Hallmark, and his historical novels, Storm Warriors and Storm Survivors, resulted in the founding of Storm Warriors International, a not-for-profit organization producing inspirational media supporting humanitarian causes around the globe.
Jesus the Miracle Worker Sticker Book

This brightly illustrated sticker book provides lots of fun for young ones ages three to seven as they learn about many of the miracles Jesus performed. While reading or listening to the story, children match the more than 30 stickers of specific people, animals, and things to the similar shapes scattered throughout the book.

This sticker book gives children an early introduction to the Bible by teaching them some of the wonderful things Jesus did, including the time he fed five thousand people, walked on the water of Galilee, calmed the storm, and many more.

5 ½ x 7 ¾ Trade, 20 pages, Case Quantity: 100, Children’s Bible Stories

Jesus the Miracle Worker

With easy-to-understand words and bright, imaginative illustrations, this story leads children ages three to seven through some of the many miracles Jesus performed. Taken directly from the Bible and retold in a way even the very young can understand, this adventure-filled storybook is certain to become a family classic—read often and enjoyed over a lifetime.

Give your little ones an early introduction to the Bible by teaching them about some of Jesus’ amazing miracles, including the time he fed five thousand people, walked on the water of Galilee, and calmed the storm.

9 x 10 Hardcover, 32 pages, Case Quantity: 48, Children’s Bible Stories

The Easter Story Sticker Book

This brightly illustrated sticker book provides lots of fun for young ones ages three to seven as they learn about the true meaning of Easter. It gently teaches them about Jesus’ death and resurrection, including His return to Jerusalem, the days leading up to His crucifixion, and the day He rose from the grave.

While reading or listening to the story, children match the more than 30 stickers of specific people, animals, and things to the similar shapes scattered throughout the book.

5 ½ x 7 ¾ Trade, 20 pages, Case Quantity: 100, Children’s Bible Stories
With an ever-expanding portfolio overflowing with originality, **Lori Siebert** started art lessons at age seven, then earned a degree in graphic design, and now has artwork featured in several books, including *101 Inspirational Thoughts to Brighten Your Day* and *God Cares for You*. She divides her time between sewing, sculpting, drawing, painting, and designing new products.

**101 Inspirational Thoughts for Mom**

This perfect gift for Mom comes wrapped in Lori Siebert’s bright, whimsical art. Filled with loving quotes and sentiments and splashed with the colors of joy, it’s a tender tribute to the special woman you call Mom.

Each simple and heartfelt thought has been chosen to cheer, to honor, and, above all, thank Mom for her loving devotion to family. Celebrate her by placing this sweet gift into her hands to brighten her day and bless her heart.

Available March 2015
4 ½ x 4 ½ Hardcover, 64 pages
Case Quantity: 64
Gift Book
“I Know the Plans I Have for You,” Says the Lord

Are you or a friend in the midst of life challenges or changes? Let the inspirational thoughts in this warm and inviting little book serve as an encouraging reminder of God’s presence and promises when facing heartache, transition, or a season of uncertainty.

With each turn of the page, kind words and a graceful interior overflow with faith, love, and joy as God’s assurances shed light on the path ahead. “I Know the Plans I Have for You,” Says the Lord is a keepsake-worthy expression of comfort and hope that will become dear to you or your friend for years to come.

A Friend Loves at All Times

Remind a friend how much she means to you and remind yourself about the treasure of friendship with this charming gathering of quotes and inspiration. The contemporary, café-cozy look invites you to savor moments of gratitude, encouragement, and pure cheer.

A Friend Loves at All Times is one of the most endearing go-to gifts you can give or receive. It is as motivating as your first cup of coffee and as joyful as a splash of new color in your wardrobe. This celebration of all that makes a friend special—kindness, humor, sincerity, love—will add delight to anyone’s day and, most likely, will add adornment to a prominent place in her home for a long time to come.
I’m Praying for You

Every now and then, a friend needs a little prayer. When life is hectic, offer her peace by pressing this sweet gift book into her hands. Give her a place to linger and be inspired by Tim Coffey’s beautiful artwork, a whimsical collection of bird and nature scenes that are layered richly with texture and color. Point out the Scriptures and endearing quotes about love, healing, grace, and so much more.

Give your friend what she needs—your heart, God’s love, and a gentle message of hope.

Tim Coffey is an award-winning artist whose ultimate goal is to inspire people to create. His fresh signature style is defined by his whimsical characters, bold colors, and rich textures. Tim’s vibrant art appears in books, calendars, home décor products, and scrapbooking supplies, just to name a few.

Available March 2015
4 ½ x 4 ½ Hardcover, 64 pages
Case Quantity: 64
Gift Book

Reflections at First Light

Al and Ron Lindner, recognized leaders in the sport fishing industry and members of the National Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame, share stories from their decades-long careers on the water and the life-changing truths God has taught them along the way.

See how God “scooped them up into the gentle net of His grace,” and find inspiring reminders that God can...

- open doors when you see only dead ends
- equip you with everything you need
- fill you with peace when everything goes south
- give you your own life-changing story to share

These short reflections will help you sense that God is with you, too, at first light on the water.

Al Lindner is the winner of two Bassmaster events and recipient of the Samuel C. Johnson Fishing Journalist of the Year award. He and his brother, Ron, invented the Lindy Rig, founded Lindy Tackle Company, and are driving forces behind Lindner Media Productions.

Ron Lindner has written many books and articles, produced radio shows, and fished countless tournaments. He and his brother, Al, created (and later sold) In-Fisherman, the parent company for the sport fishing magazine and nationally syndicated radio and television shows of the same name.

Available May 2015
5 ½ x 8 ½ Trade, 176 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Men/Devotional
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